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ALL THINGS GREAT
AND SMALL
From the verge of Parkhurst’s numbered streets, this home looks perfectly
ordinary, even self-effacing. Inside, however, it’s anything but . . .
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ABOVE: THE DINING ROOM. INSET ABOVE: A PORTRAIT OF GERALDINE BY CONRAD BOTES.

T
A BUSY CORNER OF THE LIVING ROOM.

HE home of two of South
Africa’s leading jewellery
designers — Geraldine
Fenn and Eric Loubser
— is a celebration of
everything (and everyone)
the young couple loves. Every wall, every
surface, oozes their quirky, contemporary
wit and magpie’s eye for strange and
wonderful collectables.
Eric grins sardonically. “We’re that
house where people walk in and say,
‘Wow, you have a lot of . . . stuff.’”
Across the creaky wooden floor, glass
display cabinets are home to a menagerie
of figurative kitsch.
The overflowing shelves envelop visitors
with childlike wonder at the vast array of
painstakingly detailed figurines.
Conrad Botes’s wall-hung cloud cabinets
are lined with sky-blue acrylic and packed
full of a collection of wedding figurines in
plastic, lace, and fine porcelain.
Nestled among these collectables is
Eric’s and Geraldine’s own wedding
figurine — in plain white glazed china.

An Alessi nativity scene looks over
at a heavy Baccarat pink monkey glass
sweetie jar. Lladró ceramic budgies
perch on a candle holder. Pop Christmas
ornaments rest on a shelf next to an old
doll’s tea set from Geraldine’s childhood,
and a hand-carved ivory miniature skull.
Geraldine says she collects things that
aren’t traditionally valuable. “I never
throw anything away,” she says. “I know
I can be sentimental.” Her home is a
tribute to carefully curated collections
of collections. “I guess it’s part of being
a jeweller,” she says. “I love detail,
everything that’s tiny and precious.”
Geraldine has lived in this house for
12 years, sharing it only with Marbles and
Gollum, two pouting, long-mottled-haired
cats, until Eric moved in three years ago.
“It was initially difficult to allow other
things into my space,” Geraldine admits,
but as a recently married couple, they
are now gradually transforming their
house together.
Where others have photographs as
mementos of friendship, Geraldine and

Eric have art. The couple often swaps
jewellery for the fruits of their friends’
trades, and their home is filled with
prints, paintings, sketches and sculptures.
“We’re mad art collectors,” says
Geraldine. A pen drawing by graphic artist
Jean de Wet — bought at the Cape Town
gallery Salon 91 — has pride of place in
their living room. It’s in good company,
surrounded by artworks by some of the
couple’s friends — Tracy Lynch, Jaco
Haasbroek, Emily Stainer, Frank van
Reenen and Conrad Botes — as well as
other local artists like Brett Murray, Sanell
Aggenbach and Claudette Schreuders.
Constantly shifting art installations are
dotted about the house. Near the kitchen,
a Philippe Bousquet glass cube houses
intricately carved ivory pieces — a finger,
a fish skeleton, a human eye.
Geraldine looks around and a Ceramic
Matters skull lamp catches her eye. “If it’s
not inherited, it’s local,” she says.
The couple makes it a policy to support
local designers, many of whom are equally
happy to return the favour.
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Every wall, every surface, oozes their quirky,
contemporary wit and magpie’s eye for strange
and wonderful collectables. “We’re that house
where people walk in and say, ‘Wow, you have
a lot of . . . stuff’,” says Eric
The living room — which in previous
incarnations has been painted pale green,
Wedgwood blue, yellow — is now a warm
putty colour, a simple backdrop for the
couple’s eclectic collection of art.
The charcoal-grey ceiling is dominated
by an enormous salvaged metal chandelier
that has been painted in matte sunflower
yellow. White ceramic bunnies sit in front
of a raised screed fireplace edged with
mosaic roses and an Oregon frame made
by Geraldine’s father.
Geraldine says she gets her tendency
to hoard from her father, Laurence.
An engineer, he’s the skilled pair of
hands behind the freestanding jewellery
cabinet which has pride of place by the
mantelpiece.
A 21st birthday gift, it’s made of different
woods from her childhood garden, replete
with tiny, perfect brass knobs, and it seems
only fitting that it be filled with treasures.
As well as running the home-grown
Tinsel jewellery store, Geraldine shares
a design space at home with Eric, since
he moved his studio there last year.
Their shared workshop is separated from
the main house by an enthusiastically
growing vegetable patch.
It’s a small but light-filled working space,
dotted about with glints of quirky beauty.
“My side’s the neat and tidy one,” Eric
says smugly. Geraldine is indignant. “It’s
messy because I like to look at things, be
inspired,” she says.
“The little treasures everywhere will one
day turn into jewellery,” Geraldine says,
gently touching a tiny cameo. “Everything
starts with one beautiful thing.”
Eric escapes the minutiae of his
workbench to cook comfort food with bold
flavours. The couple loves to entertain, and
Eric rustles up seven-hour leg of lamb or
roast chicken for whoever they can fit in
the dining room.
They manage to squeeze dozens of guests
around the Gregor Jenkin plywood table
with its ironically turned legs, on a motley
collection of chairs. Pedersen + Lennard
flat-backs cluster next to several salvaged
from junk shops, painted a monochromatic
enamel, alongside several classic wicker
chairs from Geraldine’s grandparents’
house near Barcelona.
The overhanging Moooi light fitting
allows the couple to indulge their love of
all things diverse — with different bulbs
in every socket, including Edison-style
numbers with exposed filaments.
Eccentricity is everywhere. Through
a curved arch, the bedroom is an ode to
flamingoes. “I love flamingoes. They’re
camp with odd proportions — and loopy
looking,” Geraldine says.
Alabaster bedside lamps from her
grandparents contrast with Eric’s Darth
Vader night light, perched on the edge of
bookshelves next to a pair of impossibly
high gold heels. “They’re too painful to
wear. At least this way, I can still appreciate
them,” Geraldine smiles.
The house is filled with contrasts.
Candy-pop kitsch next to carved European
antiques. Warm wit, with an artist’s touch
of the macabre. Anatomical models, skulls
and an upcycled dental cabinet lend a
laboratory-esque edge to a fairytale-scape
of miniatures.
And that’s the couple’s philosophy,
in their jewellery and in their home. To
surround themselves with beautiful things
— whatever they may be — cleverly placed
so they always fit perfectly.

THE COUPLE WITH DESIGNER FRIENDS
ANDREA KLEINLOOG AND GINA BALKIND
(AND GINA’S SON LEO).

MORE ART AND COLLECTABLES IN THE LIVING ROOM.

A MINI-COLLECTION OF WHITE CERAMICS.

THE MAIN BEDROOM LEADS OUT ONTO
THE GARDEN.

A COLOURFUL QUILT IN THE MAIN BEDROOM.

ERIC AT WORK IN THE STUDIO.

